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Let’s Get Started Class #4 

STABILIZER RULES 
Clarrisa Gossett 

cgossett@RNK Distributing.com 

REFERENCES 

1. https://rnk-floriani.com/products.php 

2. https://rnk-floriani.com/stabilizing-solutions.php 

3. https://rnk-floriani.com/video-library.php 

4. Go to the Google “Play Store” or the “App Store” to download the FREE Floriani Stabilizer 

App. 

https://rnk-floriani.com/products.php
https://rnk-floriani.com/stabilizing-solutions.php
https://rnk-floriani.com/video-library.php
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/florianist/id980586142?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.rnkdistributing.florianist
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1.  When do I use a topper? All the time ish. (There are a few exceptions such as free standing 

lace, oil cloth, smooth vinyl or an applique) 

2.  Consider the type of Design you will be stitching- 

Is it filled in or open and airy? 

 A filled in design is solid and/or has a lot of fill pattern where an open design has more 

running or satin stitches where you can see the fabric background.  There are two different 

stabilizer “families” for each type of design.  They are broken down below. 

3.  Fuse-fuse….Stick-stick.  

 If at all possible fuse or stick your stabilizer to your project.  ALWAYS USE WALT’s PRESSING 

CLOTH WHEN FUSING.  Even when sticking an item down, you will get much better results 

with your stitching if you fuse a cutaway or Tearaway to the item (such as a baby onesie, 

above pocket design on dress shirt, moisture wicking shirt) 

4.  Consider the count!  Every type and layer of stabilizer will support a different stitch count.  

A general rule of thumb is that each layer will support 8-10,000 stitches in a 4” hoop.  Refer to 

the Stabilizer workbook for more specifics.  If more stabilizer is needed to add to the stitch 

count, float another piece of stabilizer under the hoop before embroidering.  The additional 

layer is not hooped.  Also remember that the piece of stabilizer that you use as your floater 

needs to be from the same stabilizer “family”.  Generally an additional 2 layers of stabilizer 

will be sufficient as a floater.  

5.  Always remember…some kind of Cutaway needs to be used on a knit fabric.  To stabilize a 

knit so it doesn’t stretch a Cutaway needs to be fused to the back of the fabric before 

embroidering. A cutaway also lends its long fibers to the knit to protect it during the stitching 

process.  Knit is very easily damaged by the embroidery.   

6.  Hoop whenever possible!  Seriously! (I will explain the exceptions)  You will get a more 

even tension across the hoop area when you hoop therefore you will get less puckering and 

pulling. Fusing our Tearaway or Cutaway to the back of the item you are hooping will control 

the fabric and prevent distortion.  

Label Coding- 

Blue Labels- water soluble products 

Green Labels- Tear away products 

Red Labels- Cut Away products 

Purple Labels- Specialty products 
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Toppers- 
1. Water soluble – Knit, Denim, Moisture Wicking, Fleece, Quilted Fabric 

2. Heat n Gone-For projects with loops or nap that can come up through the stitches of your 

embroidery.  This also works great for projects where you need to remove the topper quickly. 

 

Base Stabilizers- 

 The “filled in” Design Family 

1.  Heat n Stay-This is our most popular fusible Tearaway – its crispness protects the fabric 

and supports heavy designs.    

2. Medium Tear Away-Used mostly as a “floater” 

The “Open or Airy” Design Family 

1.  Stitch and Wash Fusible- Fusible is your first layer and prevents distortion of the fabric 

during hooping and the stitching process – should the design be heavier in density than 8,000 

stitches simply float a layer of the plain under the hoop.   

2.  Perfect Stick-This is a sticky stabilizer. Remove the paper after hooping to expose the 

adhesive.  

3. Stitch and Wash- Use the non-fusible version as a ”floater.”  This product also comes in 

printable sheets for foundation piecing!  We will cover this in the quilting section!  

 

Specialty Stabilizers- 

Wet n Gone- 

Regular (lace) 

Tacky (collar or handkerchief, yarn scarf) 

Tapes (lace to lace, lace to fabric, hemming on knits) 

 

Dream Weave- 

Regular and Ultra (silk, satin, quilt cotton, baby onesie) 

 

Appli-Kay Wonder- 

Regular (show stacked applique and the flexibility Appli-kay Wonder offers) 

Sheets (embroidered applique) 

Tapes (quilt binding, zipper, rickrack, dec trim) 
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Power Mesh- 

Regular and fusible-Natural, Nude and Onyx-  

 

*Template Tearaway 

*Walt’s Pressing Cloth 

*Cutaway-fusible or plain 


